The graph isomorphism (GI) problem is the computational problem of finding a permutation of vertices of a given graph G1 that transforms G1 to another given graph G2 and preserves the adjacency. In this work, we propose a quantum algorithm to determine whether there exists such a permutation. To find such a permutation, we introduce isomorphic equivalent graphs of the given graphs to be tested. We proof that the GI problem of the equivalent graphs is equivalent to the GI problem of the given graphs. The idea of the algorithm is to determine whether there exists a permutation can transform the eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix of the equivalent graphs each other. The cost time of the algorithm is polynomial.
I. INTRODUCTION
The GI problem has been heavily studied in computer science [1] . Although GI problem for many special classes of graphs can be solved in polynomial time, and in practice graph isomorphism can often be solved efficiently [2] , the universal polynomial for GI is still open. The problem is not known to be solvable in polynomial time nor to be NP-complete, and therefore may be in the computational complexity class NP-intermediate. On the 11th of December 2015, Laszlo Babai proposed a quasipolynomial algorithm on classical computer for GI problem other than Johnson graphs [3] . The GI problem is believed to be of comparable computational difficulty as well as integer factorization problem [4] . However, the integer factorization problem can be settled by Shor's algorithm in polynomial time, but the efficient quantum algorithm for GI is not known.
A number of researchers have considered the quantum physics-based algorithms for solving the graph isomorphism problem. In some of these algorithms, quantum systems droved by the Hamiltonians defined by the topology structure of the GI instance are settled [5] [6] [7] [8] . Evolution results of the quantum system droved by different Hamiltonians imply that whether the two graphs are isomorphic. In the algorithms based on the continuous time quantum walk on graphs, the adjacency matrix of the associated graph is used to define the Hamiltonian H(G) that drive the system. The state of system is changed by the unitary operator U (G) = e −iH(G)t . For the same initial state and the same sample time, if the measurement values of the systems droved by distinct Hamiltonians are equal, then the algorithm judges that the two graphs are isomorphic. The GI test algorithms based on discrete quantum are similar [9] . However, both the continuous time quantum and the discrete time quan-tum walk on graphs are invalid for distinguishing the pairs of non-isomorphic strongly regular graphs with the same parameters even increasing the number of walkers or adding interacting between walkers [9, 10] .
Another kind of quantum algorithm for solving the GI problem are based the adiabatic quantum evolution. In these algorithms, every permutation in the symmetry group S n is encoded as a binary vector which corresponds a computational basis state [11] [12] [13] . Defining a time depended Hamiltonian H(t). the H(0) is a proper initial Hamiltonian whose ground state is easily preparing and the H(T ) is ending Hamiltonian whose ground state is a valid permutation for GI problem. Via adiabatic quantum evolution T time, if the quantum system ending at a ground state corresponds a permutation, then the given graphs are isomorphic. These algorithms can distinguish non-isomorphism SRG with the same parameters. However, finding the time complexity of the algorithms is intricate since obtaining the energy gap of Hamiltonians is an open problem and the number of permutations needs to encode is N ! which is too large.
In our scheme, the permutation is not directly checked one by one. We introduce a kind of graphs correspond the original given graphs, the GI problem of such kind of graphs is equivalent to the GI problem of the given graphs, hence we call it isomorphic equivalent graph. The lowest eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian defined by the adjacency matrix of isomorphic equivalent graph is simple, namely the ground state is a non-degenerate state. After we prepare the ground states of distinct Hamiltonians, we check that whether these ground states can transfer to each other by a permutation matrix. If yes, then the two original given graphs are isomorphic, otherwise they are non-isomorphic. We introduce an he altered Grover algorithm, and acquire such a matrix by this algorithm. Since quantum algorithm for the GI problem of pairs of SRGs with the same parameters are hard, we illustrate our algorithm via the instances of SRGs. This paper is organized as follows: the second section presents isomorphic conditions of isomorphic equivalent graphs. In the third section, the procedure of ground arXiv:1901.06530v1 [quant-ph] 19 Jan 2019 state of the equivalent graphs of SRG preparing is given. The fourth section discusses how to determine the transfer matrix between the ground states. The time complexity be presented in the fifth section, and the final section provides conclusions.
II. EQUIVALENT GRAPH OF ISOMORPHISM
A graph, denoted as G(V, E), consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E. The set E is a subset of V × V , which implies the connection relationship between pairs of vertices in V . The connection relationship of G is generally represented via the adjacency matrix A. It is a N × N real symmetric matrix, where A jk = 1 if vertex v j and v k are connected otherwise A jk = 0. For graphs with loops, the diagonal entry is the number of loop attached on that vertex and the degree is the sum of the number of neighbors and the diagonal entry. For loop-less graphs, the diagonal entry A jj =0 and the number of neighbors of a vertex is known as its degree.
For two given loop-less graphs G 1 and G 2 , it is well known that G 1 is isomorphic to G 2 if and only if there exist a permutation matrix P such that A 2 = P A 1 P T , where A 1 and A 2 are the adjacency matrices of G 1 and G 2 respectly. Now considering add a loop to every vertex of G 1 and G 2 , the result graphs be denoted as G 1 and G 2 . The correspond adjacency matrices are A 1 =A 1 +I and A 2 =A 2 +I. Adding the equal number of loops to every vertex does not change the adjacency of the original graph. Hence the isomorphism between G 1 and G 2 is equivalent to the isomorphism between G 1 and G 2 . The isomorphism of G 1 and G 2 apparently be implied in the below theorem. Theorem 1. Graphs G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic if and only if there exists a permutation matrix P , such that equation
More operations can be executed on graph G 1 and G 2 such that the isomorphism between the resulting graphs imply the isomorphism between the original given graph G 1 and G 2 . Now, choosing a pair vertices v ∈ V ( G 1 ) and w ∈ V ( G 2 ), deleting the loop of v and w in G 1 and G 2 . The resulting spanning subgraph are denoted as G v 1 and G w 2 respectively. A similar theorem can be obtained. If G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic, then there exist a isomorphic mapping f and a pair of vertices v and w such that f maps v to w,namely f : v → w . Deleting the loop of v and w in G 1 and G 2 to obtain the spanning subgraph G v 1 and G w 2 . Apprently, the map f is aslo a isomorphic map from G v 1 to G w 2 . Analogously, if graphs G v 1 and G w 2 are isomorphic, then there exists a isomorphic map f such that f : v → w. Adding a loop to v and w, one will obtain graphs G 1 and G 2 . Then the map f is an isomorphic mapping from G w 2 to G w 2 . By proper relabeling, one can give vertices v and w index 1, then
Based on theorem 2, G v 1 and G w 2 are isomorphic then G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic. Hence, there exists a permutation matrix Q such that A 2 = QA 1 Q T . this leads to From the above theorems, the isomorphism problem between G 1 and G 2 can be reduced to the isomorphism problem between G v 1 and G w 2 . Hence, we call the graph G v 1 and G w 2 the isomorphic equivalent graphs of G 1 and G 2 respectively. In next sections, we will see that finding isomorphic permutation matrix between equivalent graphs is more facile than the original given graphs. We give an instance in Fig.(1) For isomorphic graphs, there exists one pair of vertices without loops such that the isomorphic graphs are isomorphic. For non-isomorphic graph, one cann't find such a pair of vertices in the two graphs respectively.
III. THE SPECTRUM OF ISOMORPHIC EQUIVALENT SRG
Since distinguishing non-isomorphic SRGs is hard by quantum algorithm, we will apply the algorithm to the GI problem of SRG at first. First of all, we will introduce the spectrum of equivalent SRG which is significant for the preparing a non-degenerate eigenvector. The connection relationship of a SRG satisfies [14] (i). It is neither a complete graph nor an empty graph, (ii). Any two adjacent vertices have a common adjacent vertices (iii). Any two non-adjacent vertices have c common adjacent vertices
If the number and degree of the SRG are N and k respectively, then it is labelled SRG with parameters (N, k, a, c). From conditions (i) to (iii), one can obtain the spectrum of the adjacent matrix of SRG, or spectrum of SRG. These are k, λ 1 = 
Where the α kj , P (x) and µ k = λ k + 1 are the graph angle, characteristic polynomial and eigenvalues of A 1 +I respectively. For SRG, α kj = m k N . From equation (1), the least eigenvalue is simple, it corresponds a unique eigenvector. Oppositely, the least eigenvalue of a SRG is multiple, and it corresponds multiple eigenvectors. The adjacency matrix with simple eigenvalue is critical for our GI algorithm. We consider to define Hamiltonian via the adjacency matrix whose least eigenvalue is simple and to prepare this eigenvector. For general graph, the similar operation still can produce a simple least eigenvalue. This conclusion can be clearly obtained from Eq.2
Theorem 5. For a arbitrary graph Graph G, the least eigenvalue of graph G v is simple.
IV. FRAME OF THE ISOMORPHIC ALGORITHM
In this section, the frame of the isomorphic algorithm is presented. The sub-procedures in the algorithm are introcudes in next sections. Now, we are given two SRGs G 1 and G 2 with the same parameters. We fix a vertex v of G 1 , and let w run over all vertices of G 2 . If G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic, then there exists a vertex w in G 2 such that A 
If the two give SRGs are isomorphic, then
Hence, if the two give SRGs are isomorphic, then the eigenvectors of A 3) is general not valid in a quantum system. That's why we must perform our algorithm on isomorphic equivalent graphs. For one turn, namely a specific vertex w ∈ G 2 , we illustrate the steps in Fig.1 . For the whole algorithm, we may do this this procedure N times at worst. We list the procedures blow and also give Fig.(2 Apply the altered Grover' s operator
Test whether the operator is a permutation
FIG. 2. Procedure of algorithm

V. THE EIGENSTATE PREPARING VIA ADIABATIC QUANTUM EVOLUTION
The adiabatic quantum algorithm can be realized on quantum computer. The adiabatic quantum algorithm is usually used for combinational optimization problem. In this paper, we apply it to prepare the eigenvector of the Hamiltonian defined by the adjacency matrix. The time depend Hamiltonian of adiabatic quantum algorithm has the format [16] 
H i is the initial Hamiltonian, H P is the ending Hamiltonian which is defined relying on specific problems. Here, we define that
or
Let s = t T , the eigenvalues of H(t) are µ 1 (s) < , . . . , µ N (s), and the eigenvectors are |µ 1 (s) , . . . , |µ 1 (s) . The evolution time satisfies
where
and
When ξ 1, µ (1) ≈ min j |λ j + 1|. Choosing a proper initial Hamiltonian that µ(0) = c, such that c is far less than µ(1). Since ε ≥ 1, the evolution time reaches
From the above formula, the evolution time is not very long. Hence, in the analysis of time complexity, the preparing time of eigenvectors can be ignored. Note that the initial eigenvector mustn't be the equal superposition state, since equal superposition state is approximately equal to another eigenvector of H P when The parameter ξ be taken to a small enough value.
VI. FINDING PERMUTATION VIA AN ALTERED GROVER ALGORITHM
In the previous section, we have illustrated that the procedure of preparing the ground state of adjacency matrix of isomorphic equivalent graph. Now we have such two ground states, how to check whether there exists a permutation matrix that can transform them each other. Our approach isnt checking every permutation in the symmetric group S n , but directly find what a unitary matrix can transform one eigenvector to another one. We adopt an altered Grover's algorithm to determine that unitary transform. The Grover's original algorithm can be found in literature [17] , or one can find the algorithm version described by unitary matrix in literature [18] . we describe the altered Grover's algorithm by the way of the latter.
Now we have the two eigenvectors |ϕ 1 and |ϕ 2 , no matter if the two graphs are isomorphic ϕ 1 |ϕ 2 = 0. By using the altered Grover's algorithm, |ϕ 1 (|ϕ 2 ) can be transformed to |ϕ 2 (|ϕ 1 ). The algorithm procedures are listed below:
Step (i). Given two oracles, construct the iterative operator Q = −U 1 s U † 1 t , where |s = |ϕ 1 is the initial state, |s = |ϕ 2 is the target state, 1 s = I − 2 |s s| and 1 t = I − 2 |t t| are constructed relied on the oracles, U is a unitary operator satisfies that ϕ 1 | U |ϕ 2 = 0.
Step (ii). Iterative execution the operator k = π 4 √ N times, namaly |φ = Q k U |s .
Step (iii). Checking that whether ϕ 2 |φ ≈ 1 is valid, if yes, turn to Step (iv), otherwise, turn to Step (iii).
Step (iv). Testing whether the operator Q k is a permutation matrix. If yes, then the given two graphs are isomorphic, otherwise the given graphs are nonisomorphic.
Although we have prepared the two ground states in some format Qbit, we dont know what they are. Hence, we need two oracles in our algorithm and the original Grover's algorithm only needs one, since we call it the altered Grover's algorithm. Checking whether a matrix is a permutation can be realized by quantum algorithm just involved the computational basis state. We first need prepare a group of computational basis |j (j = 0, ..., N − 1), which can be written is format of vector
Then, we let the operator Q k acts on every basis vector and measure the result. If the result vectors are all basis states and there are no one pair of them are equal, then the matrix is a permutation. In this manner, we will spend N time since the number of computational basis vector is N . Checking all pairs of basis vectors will cost O(N 2 ).
VII. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The algorithm contains three main steps. In the first step, we need prepare N + 1 ground statesat most. Since the time of preparing one ground state is far less than the time of other steps. In the second step, one need to transform the two ground states by the Grover algorithm, for one round the time is k = π 4 √ N . In the third step, we need check that if the matrix Q k is a permutation, we need cost N 2 time in one turn. The whole procedure, we will do N turn for the worst case that we will check all vertices in the second given graph. So worst time complexity is O(N 3 ).
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we put forward a quantum algorithm for GI problem. The time complexity of the algorithm is polynomial. We introduce the isomorphic equivalent graph, and present several theorems for GI test. Via that kind of graph, we transform the GI problem given graphs to GI problem of isomorphic equivalent graphs. By the transformation, the least eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix becomes simple and the corresponding ground state is non-degenerate. That ground state can be efficaciously prepared in a short time by adiabatic quantum evolution. Then, by using the altered Grover algorithm, we can find the transformation matrix between the two ground states. If the given two graph are just co-spectrum but not isomorphic, then that matrix is no longer a permutation matrix. In the original Grover's algorithm, one needs an oracle, but in the altered Grover's algorithm we need two oracles. Theoretically, if we can prepare the eigenvector, then the oracle can be made. The work of oracle making is not the main part of our algorithm just as in Grover algorithm.
